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fundamentals Pubic Awareness Methods

Part 1:



Reflection on 

different disaters



Why do we need Crisis
Communication in the management 
of the crisis?

To consider people's 
perspectives in management. 

In the vast majority of societal 
disturbances/crisis, people's needs 
and actions will influence how the 
crisis develops and what 
consequences it has. 

• Contribute to clarity and 
provide guidance in a 
sometimes frightening and 
complex situation. 

Responsible actors need to 
provide relevant information and 
recommendations that allows them 
to act in a way that supports what 
the actors want to achieve in 
management. 

This means that stakeholders 
need to have a dialogue with the 
affected and face their 
experiences. 



Communication needs to be 

• Fast 

• Transperant

• Accurate

• Verified emergency
information, the information 
needs to come from a 
credible source

Fundamentals in crisis
communication with the public

• Base your communication 
from what the public need
(not only from what you 
want to say)

• Visualize your messages, 
use pictures, illustrations 
etc.



Fundamentals in 
communication with
the public 

• Use simple language to include all (no 
specialist language, no abbreviations 
etc)

• Be aware of what pictures you use in 
the communication, regarding ages, 
gender, culture, ethnicity etc:

• Use media and other faciliators to help
getting your messages out

• Coordinate messages with other 
stakeholders



Accurate information facilitates
the management of the crisis

Accurate and verified information:

• A thoroughly informed citizen will take well-founded decisions.   

• If many do so, the agencies handling the crises benefit. 

Openness & 
transparency

Trust
Follow

recommentations



No matter how big or small a crisis is, information goes out 
into our society at lightning speed through social media. So to 

communicate in a crisis, belongs to the crisis itself.

This means that you, your organization, need to be quick with 
crisis communication. Because the picture created in the first 
hours after a crisis situation arises, gives an overall picture of 

the whole crisis. And that picture is hard to change in 
retrospect.

Crisis Communication in social 
media 



How to manage the Social Media

• Create/Use your Social Media Strategy. Do you need social media? 
Why are you there? 

• A non active social media account is counterproductive – be active!

• Have prepared messages and ready-made basic information about 
various crises that can be communicated quickly

• Work continuously to increase awareness of the channel 

• Have a trained organization that can be quickly scaled up 

• Ongoing contact and good relations with other authorities

• Continuously review working methods, routines and agreements



• Go to https://kahoot.it/ on your device

• Enter the pin code

• Enter your name/nick name

• Play!

Digital interactive session

Crisis communication and Public Awareness 
– test your skills and learning session 

https://kahoot.it/


If you have any questions or so, please contact me

Josefin Barck, Crisis Communication Expert PPRD East 3

Josefin.barck@msb.se +46-70-262 77 33 (office mobile) 

Thank you

mailto:Josefin.barck@msb.se
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Inter-agency communications coordination planning and 
effective methods for and Public Awareness rising 

Part 2:



A holistic approach from a communication perspective means that: 

• Help each other to communicate crucial messages, based on 
what is to be achieved with the management.

• Provides answers to the questions that concern people the most. 

• Provides a coherent picture of what is happening.

• Identifies communication needs that no single actor has a clear 
responsibility for.

Holistic approach to meet 

communication needs



Coordinated crisis communication –
why?

• To ensure to handle the picture of the crisis togheter with handling the 
crisis itself

• To to avoid divergent messages/information to the public

• Creating coordinated messages between the authorities (and/or other
stakeholders) create trust from the public

• To be able to create a actor-wide understanding of the situation 
(regarding communication)  Who is communicating what? And when? 

• To avoid duplication of effort

Always assess that there is a need for information among the public and that 

several actors have a communication responsibility in the event.



• Brief report from the respective actors 
regarding: 

- the image of the event in the media 
and social media, 
- any criticism and ambiguities
- the information needs of the public 
and the media

- undertaken and planned 
communication activities and channels

- communication challenges

Joint-crisis
communication meeting 



Joint (or coordinated) communication messages 
could be: 

Description of the situation
Briefly what is happening and why.

Recommendations to affected persons
What affected people should do regarding boiling, 
outreach of care and mapping of the outbreak.

Actions and priorities of stakeholders
- What the actors are doing together to investigate the 
cause of the outbreak and distribute usable water. 
- How the actors prioritize and why.

Referrals for more information
- Where affected persons can turn for more 
information

Example: water incident

Priority needs (now and beyond)

• People get sick, most likely from the 
drinking water

• People in the risk groups are exposed 
to danger

• Lack of resources, especially in home 
care and healthcare 

• People lack concrete advice and 
options for action

• People lack information regarding 
cause and responsibility



• The message of a campaign should be clear and simple

• In order to reach maximum effect, a campaign should be sustained over time. 

• Choices need to be made regarding the reach of the campaign, the target group, the 
desired change in perception and/or behaviour, and the likely influence of the target group 
on the campaign outcomes. 

• Involving a campaign specialist who has experience in managing similar programmes can 
improve the success rate of a campaign. 

• Campaigns can use a number of communication methods such as; 

- direct use of conventional media (printed media, TV, radio and/or non-conventional media 
(messages on water bills, games, transport tickets, comic books, etc.), through the visual 
and performing arts;

- organization of large events and/or endorsement by celebrities (generating media 
attention);

- use of existing networks (religious networks, social movements, NGO networks, business 
associations);

• use of logos/symbols to give identity to the campaign.

Public Awarness Campaigns



Lessons learned

• The impact of campaigns increases if it can be 
closely followed by tangible action, 

• Campaigns are most effective when they use a 
well-targeted range of media.

• The use of existing networks can lower the cost of 
campaigns, and increase the impact.

• The provision of information needs careful 
management to ensure its relevance and credibility.

Public Awarness Campaigns



1. Assess the situation and prioritize 
needs

Try co create the situation report (ie
through a crisis coordination meeting) 

The priority shows the main issues crisis 
communication shall support:

• Facts of the situation, i.e. the 
information that is confirmed.

• Assumptions about the situation and 
how it might develop; this is because 
create room for manoeuvre in a situation 
where much may be unclear.

Joint-crisis
communication method



2. Agree on: actor-wide focus and 
coordination

The priority needs in the situation picture 
show what is most important to focus on 
in management. 

To achieve actor-wide focus and 
coordination the actors need together:

• Develop a proposal for a joint focus and 
coordination. 

• Take a position on this proposal and 
reach an agreement

Joint-crisis
communication method



3. Concretize and plan actions

Responsible actors/networks work 
together to concretise and plan crisis 
communication measures in order to:

• Clarify how they will work together.

• List actions; actor-specific and possibly 
actor-wide. 

• Identify and allocate responsibility for 
the implementation of the measures and 
any preparations.

Joint-crisis
communication method



4. Implement action

From the joint plan, the actors work on 
the implementation.

Building the understanding of the 
holistic approach should be developed 
already at a preparatory stage, in the 
joint stakeholders context and at each 
individual actor. 

Joint-crisis
communication method



You will be divided in to groups to discuss the following
questions (15 min)

Based on your experiences on coordinated crisis
communication;  

What are the benefits?

What are the challenges? 

What can you do, before the crisis is a fact, to faciliate the 
crisis communication coordination? 

Group discussions
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